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Ganz: Review: <i>Around the World in 20 Days</i>

IV.

REVIEWS

Bertrand Piccard and Brian Jones, Around the World in 20 Days: The Story of
Our History-making Balloon Flight. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1999.
307 pp. $24.95, Cloth; $14.95, Paper.

Around the World in 20 Days is a compelling personal narrative by the
two pilots who first circumnavigated the globe by balloon in 1999 in the
Breitling Orbiter 3. Having failed in his first two attempts to conquer this one
remaining aeronautical challenge of twentieth century, Swiss psychiatrist
Bertrand Piccard invited British flight instructor Brian Jones to join him for
the ultimate adventurer's project. Together they assembled a working team of
corporate representatives, aviation controllers, meteorologists, friends, and
family who spent years in preparation for the balloon launch from Chateau
d'Oex, Switzerland in the winter of 1999. Five other balloon teams prepared to
launch in other parts of the world. The race was on.
Confined to a small gondola suspended from the balloon for three weeks,
Piccard and Jones took turns piloting and sleeping. In this volume, they take
turns telling their tale. This back and forth exchange on each aspect of their
experience creates an intimacy that conjures an image of these two balloonists
enthusiastically sharing their adventure with the reader over coffee at the
kitchen table. The authors, who kept separate personal diaries on board to
record their impressions, provide a vivid and very refreshing portrayal of the
voyage embellished with the rich descriptive details and thoughtful emotional
responses that are often missing from the average first person aeronautical
account.
While the flight path is easily mapped geographically, this single tracing
can not begin to create a sense of the multiplicity of intersecting trajectories
that reflect the tragedies and triumphs of this team effort. While an airplane
pilot may fly into the wind and control direction, it is the winds that determine
where the balloon will go. Only by changing altitude can the balloonist seek
different winds in an effort to work in harmony with nature for travel in a
specific direction. For Piccard, Jones, and their meteorologists, this continual
seeking of the right winds to merge their craft with the jet stream at the right
moment was critical to success. They flew low to slow down, to melt ice, and
to discard excess weight. They flew high to increase speed, to avoid air traffic
lanes and forbidden zones, and to set an altitude record. Merely tracking
distance and altitude, however, does not take into account the other roller
coaster projections of fuel consumption, technical problems, temperature
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changes, political obstacles, and emotional tensions both inside the capsule
and at the control centre. That everything came together for a distance and
duration record ending with a soft landing in the Egyptian desert is a tribute to
this team effort.
Piccard grew up in a family of Swiss scientists and adventurers. His
grandfather Auguste Piccard was the first man to enter the stratosphere and
his father Jacques Piccard invented the bathyscaphe for deep sea diving. In his
youth Bertrand Piccard learned to fly for sport and excelled at acrobatic hanggliding. After winning the first transatlantic balloon race, he and his co-pilot
set their sights on the global challenge. As a tribute to Piccard and Jones'
accomplishment, the Smithsonian Institution features the Breitling Orbiter 3
gondola in the Milestones of Flight gallery at the National Air and Space
Museum in Washington, DC. Amidst the Wright Brothers' Kitty Hawk flyer,
Lindbergh's Spirit of St. Louis, and NASA space capsules, it is the only
aircraft on display that is not of American origin.
This is a story of a process rather than of a goal. It is about the wholistic
approach to living in peace with nature and fellow beings. The authors
envision this flight as a metaphor for life and its challenges. It is their victory
of passion, of friendship, and of endurance. Rather than focusing on their own
heroism, they prefer to share the credit and inspire others. For them, life, like
ballooning, is a great adventure: confronting the unknown and finding the
resources within to adapt and to deal successfully with the unexpected. For the
mountain-climbing Swiss, this is a familiar and personal account.
Cheryl R. Ganz
University of Illinois at Chicago

The red Breitling Orbiter 3 balloon gondola in which
Bertrand Piccard and Brian Jones circumnavigated the globe
is on display in the Milestones of Flight gallery at the
Smithsonian Institution's National Air and Space Museum in
Washington, D.C.
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